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PREMIUM QUALITY

Quality is Our PRIDE

Due to the insistence on high quaity

and affordable pricing, Yanre Fitness

stands out among manufacturers

throughout China and wordwide.

It's a reputation we are proud of.

AWARDS

We have received a number of awards for

excellence of product quality :

• Award for excellence in public sports in China

• Award for best enterprise

• Award for excellence in public sports in Anhui

RAW MATERIALS

Our attention to production quality is

second to none.

Our standards include using 3mm

thickness pipe, using the best component

parts and applying the most efficient

assembly process.

That’s why our products stand the test of

time.



SELF-DESIGN

They Copy, We Design

If quality is the soul of a company, then

innovation is its heartbeat.

From the towering parabola designed

73 series to the simplest device for sky

yoga, our standards of detail and quality

can be seen in every welded joint,

powder-coated finish, the material used,

and the training angle.

We believe that training equipment

should feel just right for the user.

That’s why we have been dedicated

to build smooth and sturdy equipment,

giving the user a sense of comfort and

confidence that helps them get the best

possible workout.

OVER 40 PATENTS

We hold more than 40 product patents :

• Utility Model Patent Certificates Appearance

• Design Patent Certificates



Self-Design Gym Equipment ExpertI

high density foam upholstery, "furniture 
grade"  PU leather , and integral ABS 
guard cover

Main frame adopts 75*118*3.0 semi elliptical pipe, 
Q235 Steel, high strength, good fatique resistance

Full shroud, 4mm thickness ABS virgin material, 
durable and eco friendly

ABS integrated slot designed lower
cover to match top cover

ABS main frame top decoration cap 

MULTI STATION



N.W.: 790kgs/1742 lbs G.W.: 1040kgs/2293 lbs

Installation size: 3500*2880*2140mm/138*113*84in

Weight stack:  Shoulder / Chest Press: 90 kg/198lbs

Leg Extension / Prone Leg Curl:  90 kg/198lbs 

Lat Pull Down / Pulley : 100 kg/220lbs

Biceps Curl / Triceps Extension: 70 kg/154lbs

Muscle: Triceps, Biceps, Shoulder, Chest, Leg, Back

Model: 5348

Four Station Eight Function trainer 

Self-Design Gym Equipment ExpertI

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

1. Main frame adopts 50*100*3.0mm rectangular pipe ，

functional area adopts 50*120*3mm flat oval pipe,

movement arm uses 80*40*3mm flat oval pipe, and the joint

pipe adopts 50*120*3mm flat oval pipe.

2. Functions: Shoulder / Chest Press:; Leg Extension / Prone Leg

Curl: Lat Pull Down / Pulley ; Biceps Curl / Triceps Extension

3. The whole machine is designed according to the principle of

Ergonomic to ensure the scientific movement angle.

4. Easy operation, “One hand operation” can easily to change

the station with one hand.

5. High density foam upholstery, "furniture grade" PU leather ,,

and integral ABS guard cover.

6. POM material pulley , CNC processing, customized high

quality bearing to withstand High-intensity and long-term

use

7. Japan made wire cable, with 6*19+1*75 coated wire which

can withstand 1400kg strength.

MULTI STATION



N.W.: 581kgs/1281lbs      G.W.: 781kgs/1722 lbs

Installation size: 3000*2330*2140mm/118”*92*84in

Weight stack: shoulder / chest press: 90 kg/198lbs

Leg Extension / Prone Leg Curl:  90 kg/198lbs 

Lat Pull Down / Pulley : 100 kg/220lbs

Muscle: Shoulder, Chest, Leg, Back,  

Model: 5336

Three Station Six Function trainer 

Self-Design Gym Equipment ExpertI

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

1. Main frame adopts 50*100*3.0mm rectangular pipe ，

functional area adopts 50*120*3mm flat oval pipe,

movement arm uses 80*40*3mm flat oval pipe, and the joint

pipe adopts 50*120*3mm flat oval pipe.

2. Functions: shoulder / chest press, Leg Extension / Prone Leg

Curl; Lat Pull Down / Pulley

3. The whole machine is designed according to the principle of

Ergonomic to ensure the scientific movement angle.

4. Cushion with MC foaming filler, PU leather. ABS guard cover.

5. Easy operation, “One hand operation” can easily to change

the station with one hand.

6. High density foam upholstery, "furniture grade" PU leather ,,

and integral ABS guard cover.

7. POM material pulley , CNC processing, customized high

quality bearing to withstand High-intensity and long-term

use

8. Japan made wire cable, with 6*19+1*75 coated wire which

can withstand 1400kg strength.

MULTI STATION



N.W.: 699kgs/1541bs        G.W.:789kgs/1424lbs

Installation size: 3550x2100x2400mm/140*83*94in

Model: 6280

4 STATION SINGLE POD

Self-Design Gym Equipment ExpertI

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

1. A multi-faceted piece of equipment that can be

customized with various add-ons, configurations and

setups to provide exercisers with nearly limitless

workout variety. Allowing up to four exercisers at once,

the multi 4 stations is perfect for group training. Cable

motion employs user-defined paths of motion that

allow for a nearly endless variety of strength training

options that builds balance, stability, and power.

2. Main frame adopts φ89*3.0 circle pipe，functional area

adopts φ76*3.0mm circle pipe, , functional arm adopts

φ60*3mm circle pipe, joint pipe adopts φ76*3mm

circle pipe.

3. High density foam upholstery, "furniture grade" PU

leather ,, and integral ABS guard cover.

4. POM material pulley , CNC processing, customized

high quality bearing to withstand High-intensity and

long-term use

5. Japan made wire cable, with 6*19+1*75 coated wire

which can withstand 1400kg strength.

MULTI STATION



N.W.: 800kgs/1764bs          G.W.:990kgs/2183lbs

Installation size: 5360*3530*2400mm/211*139*94in

Model: 6280A

6STATION DUAL POD

Self-Design Gym Equipment ExpertI

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

1. A multi-faceted piece of equipment that can be customized

with various add-ons, configurations and setups to provide

exercisers with nearly limitless workout variety. Allowing up to

four exercisers at once, the multi 6 stations is perfect for

group training. Cable motion employs user-defined paths of

motion that allow for a nearly endless variety of strength

training options that builds balance, stability, and power.

2. Main frame adopts φ89*3.0 circle pipe， functional area

adopts φ76*3.0mm circle pipe, , functional arm adopts

φ60*3mm circle pipe, joint pipe adopts φ76*3mm circle

pipe.

3. high density foam upholstery, "furniture grade" PU leather ,,

and integral ABS guard cover.

4. POM material pulley , CNC processing, customized high

quality bearing to withstand High-intensity and long-term

use

5. Japan made wire cable, with 6*19+1*75 coated wire which

can withstand 1400kg strength.

MULTI STATION



N.W.: 1279kgs/2819lbs          G.W.:1629kgs/3591bs

Installation size: 6660*3530*2400mm/ 262*139*94 in

Model: 6280B

9 STATION DUAL POD

Self-Design Gym Equipment ExpertI

SPECIFICATIONS

MULTI STATION

FEATURES

1. A multi-faceted piece of equipment that can be customized

with various add-ons, configurations and setups to provide

exercisers with nearly limitless workout variety. Allowing up to

four exercisers at once, the multi 9 stations is perfect for

group training. Cable motion employs user-defined paths of

motion that allow for a nearly endless variety of strength

training options that builds balance, stability, and power 1

2. Main frame adopts φ89*3.0 circle pipe， functional area

adopts φ76*3.0mm circle pipe, , functional arm adopts

φ60*3mm circle pipe, joint pipe adopts φ76*3mm circle

pipe.

3. 2high density foam upholstery, "furniture grade" PU leather ,,

and integral ABS guard cover.

4. POM material pulley , CNC processing, customized high

quality bearing to withstand High-intensity and long-term

use

5. Japan made wire cable, with 6*19+1*75 coated wire which

can withstand 1400kg strength.



N.W.: 1958gs/4317bs         G.W.:2328kgs/5132bs

Installation size: 11000*3530*2400mm/ 433*139*94 in

Model: 6280C

14 STATION TRI POD

Self-Design Gym Equipment ExpertI

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

1. A multi-faceted piece of equipment that can be

customized with various add-ons, configurations and

setups to provide exercisers with nearly limitless

workout variety. Allowing up to four exercisers at

once, the multi 14 stations is perfect for group

training. Cable motion employs user-defined paths

of motion that allow for a nearly endless variety of

strength training options that builds balance, stability,

and power.

2. Main frame adopts φ89*3.0 circle pipe，functional

area adopts φ76*3.0mm circle pipe, , functional arm

adopts φ60*3mm circle pipe, joint pipe adopts

φ76*3mm circle pipe.

3. 2high density foam upholstery, "furniture grade" PU

leather ,, and integral ABS guard cover.

4. POM material pulley , CNC processing, customized

high quality bearing to withstand High-intensity and

long-term use

5. Japan made wire cable, with 6*19+1*75 coated wire

which can withstand 1400kg strength.

MULTI STATION



YOGA
https://haikayak.com

Tổ 94 – Khu Đồn Điền – Phường 
Hà Khẩu – TP Hạ Long- Quảng 
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hoc@haiwatersports.vn

0937.514.548


